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Let's be honest, Marines fight as a MAGTF and we've always fought as a MAGTF... and that's why I believe that someday you'll see MarSOC as a MAGTF. 
MSOC Aviation Support and Workups
MSOCs train with both the MEU ACE and Special Operations it may be SOCOM aviation, it may be from a conventional coalition or joint aviation unit, it may even be Marine aviation, but it will most certainly not be MEU air. 
MARSOC Aviation
Before its inception MARSOC was to include an aviation component. However, inclusion of Marine aviation in MARSOC was deemed too difficult and it was dropped. The man is made through challenging, realistic training and empowering him through mission type orders. Special equipment or aircraft do not make a special operator. Aircraft do not achieve success; Marine aircrews help their ground brothers achieve success. That is why the MAGTF combined arms concept is so successful. 1922 Words
